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Lead agencies may include 15 hardcopies of this document when submitting electronic copies of Environmental Impact
Reports, Negative Declarations, Mitigated Negative Declarations, or Notices of Preparation to the State Clearinghouse
(SCH). The SCH also accepts other summaries, such as EIR Executive Summaries prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15123. Please include one copy of the Notice of Completion Form (NOC) with your submission and attach the
summary to each electronic copy of the document.
SCH #:
Project Title:

Carmel Meadows Lift Station and Sewer Replacement Project

Lead Agency: Carmel Area Wastewater District
Contact Name:
Email:

Rachel Lather

lather@cawd.org

Phone Number:

(831) 257-3034

Project Location: Carmel Meadows Subdivision, Monterey County
City

County

Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The proposed project is located on the northern edge of the Carmel Meadows Subdivision, which includes approximately
150 homes, some of which overlook the Pacific Ocean to the west while others overlook the Carmel River Lagoon to the
north.
The proposed project uses a small lift station and a series of four small residential scale sewage pumps to enable the
use/reuse of accessible, and less environmentally damaging pipeline alignments through the backyards of the
residences being served. A 12-inch wide trench would be dug with a small excavator to about three-feet deep, typically
(maximum depth is five feet). Impacts to residential landscaping would be avoided where possible and/or restored to
original or better condition. In areas where the alignment is beyond the fenced parcel, native vegetation would also be
restored with native seeding and erosion best management practices installed on steeper slopes as needed. There is no
expansion of sewer capacity and the new sewer line would continue to serve the same residents in the Carmel Meadows
neighborhood as are served by the existing system.
Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
See attached Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/MND). The potentially significant impacts that can be
reduced to less-than-significant levels in the IS/MND include:
-Biological Resources: Mitigation Measures BIO-1, BIO-2, BIO-3, BIO-4, BIO-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, BIO-8, BIO-9, BIO-10,
BIO-11, BIO-12, BIO-13, BIO-14
-Cultural Resources: Mitigation Measures CULT-1 and CULT-2
-Geology and Soils: Mitigation Measure GEO-1
-Noise: Mitigation Measure NOISE-1
-Tribal Cultural Resources: Mitigation Measures CULT-1, CULT-2, and TCR-1
All potentially significant Project impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels with mitigation. Furthermore,
with implementation of the construction measures and best management practices (BMPs) discussed in the Project
Description of the IS/MND, the project would not result in substantial adverse effects to human beings, either directly or
indirectly. The proposed project is an infrastructure improvement project, and impacts would be short-term and
temporary during project construction as there would be no long-term, operational impacts associated with the project.
Therefore, the proposed project would not have any cumulatively considerable impacts, and impacts would be less than
significant.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Areas of controversy are not applicable (or known at this time). There is no expansion of sewer capacity and the new
sewer line would continue to serve the same residents in the Carmel Meadows neighborhood as are served by the
existing system.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
Caltrans District #4
California Department of Fish & Wildlife Region #3
Regional Water Quality Control Board #2
Native American Heritage Commission
California Coastal Commission

